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Fast timing device development motivation: 
I - pileup supression 

Dissect collisions with time  
!  Individual (charged) particle association to an event  

vertex becomes strained!
!  About 10% of vertices merged at 140 pileup (baseline optics)!

!  ‘Effective pileup’ similar to current LHC for ~20 ps resolution!
!  [or can read this as ‘’with better timing could stand even higher pileup’’]!

3!

clermont-snw printed on September 18, 2014 3

Fig. 1. Simulation of the space(z-vertex) and time distribution of interactions
within a single bunch crossing in CMS at a pileup of 140 events- using LHC design
book for crossing angle, emittance, etc. Typically events are distributed with an
rms-in time- of 170 picoseconds, independent of vertex position.

calorimeter, which provides only the time of these objects. This point of
view overlooks the obvious need for a device that is the workhorse, analogous
to the tracker-in the case of “event vertex” measurement, providing the
“event time” with which to correlate objects found in a calorimeter.

There are actually several reasons to favor a generalized timing layer,
emphasizing also the ability to measure charged track time. Aside from the
need for a device, which in any case, must be flexible enough to capture
event time for vertices of interest, there is also the lack of precedent for
calorimeters with ⇠ 100 picosecond resolution.

One such calorimeter ran in the low luminosity phase of ATLAS[4].
A large system (⇠ 16, 000 channels), based on shashlik technology, was
also built and operated in the PHENIX experiment at RHIC[5] and the ⇠
100 picosecond electromagnetic shower resolution, demonstrated in the test
beam, has been used for particle identification via time of flight. A recent
discussion of jet timing performance of LHC calorimeters can be found in
the CHEF2013 proceedings[2]. A time resolution of 200-300 picoseconds has
been demonstrated by both ATLAS and CMS using 2012 data.

Vertex position along the beam direction (cm)!
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S.White, ArXiv 1409.1165!

<PU> = 140! !  σt~20 ps ≈ σz~6 mm!

!  Not competitive 
with tracking 
resolution!

!  Sufficient to 
separate overlaps 
in orthogonal  
time-z view!

2015, Sep !For internal use only!
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•  Future	 hadron	 colliders	
are	 expected	 to	 have	
hundreds	 of	 concurrent	
interacBons	 in	 the	 same	
bunch	crossing.	

•  At	 HL-LHC	 ~200	 proton-
proton	 interacBons	 are	
expected.	

•  T i m e - o f - A r r i v a l	
measurement	 of	 two	
parBcles	 allows	 us	 to	
calculate	 z	 and	 t	 of	 the	
vertex		
	(σt≈20ps	->	σz≈6mm)	

•  For	 3	 or	 more	 parBcles	
(eg .	 j e t s ) ,	 m in imize	
numerically		

						χ2=Σi=1,2[ti
meas – ti(z)]2/ σi

2 
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Fast timing device development motivation: 
II – PID with TOF approach 

-  L=1	m	
-  σt=20	ps	

K/P-separaBon	≥	3σ	up	to	4	GeV/c	
π/K-separaBon	≥	3σ	up	to	2.5	GeV/c	
µ/π-separaBon	≥	3σ	up	to	0.45	GeV/c	



	
	

M C P 	 w i t h o u t	
photocathode	 (i-MCP)	
could	 be	more	 stable,	
robust	and	cheap.	

Two possibility of MCP devices 
application 

PMT	mode	
	
MCP	 based	 devices	 with	 Cherenkov	
radiator	and	long	life1me	photocathode.	
(See	 poster	 #30	 “Development	 of	 MCP	 based	
par1cle	detector”)	

02.03.2017	
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SIMULATIONS OF PICOSECOND TIMING USING LARGE-AREA 

PHOTODETECTORS 

Valentin Ivanov
#
, Thomas J. Roberts, Robert Abrams, Muons, Inc., Batavia, IL 60510, USA 

Henry J. Frisch, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.

Abstract 

Many measurements in particle and accelerator physics 

are limited by the time resolution with which individual 

particles can be detected.  This includes particle 

identification via time-of-flight in major experiments like 

CDF at Fermilab and Atlas and CMS at the LHC, as well 

as the measurement of longitudinal variables in 

accelerator physics experiments.  Large-scale systems, 

such as neutrino detectors, could be significantly 

improved by inexpensive, large-area photo detectors with 

resolutions of a few millimeters in space and a few 

picoseconds in time.  Recent innovations make 

inexpensive, large-area detectors possible, with only 

minor compromises in spatial and time resolution.  The 

G4beamline program [1] is one of the appropriate tools 

for simulation of low-energy physics processes.  The set 

of specialized tools - MCPS [2], POISSON-2 [3] and 

Monte Carlo Simulator was used for numerical study of 

different photo multipliers.  

INTRODUCTION 

The entire package shown in Figure 1 is about 1 cm 

thick (along the particle axis, left-to-right in the figure), 

and the integrated-circuit readout electronics is mounted 

immediately behind it. By using square multichannel 

plates, this structure can be replicated to large areas with 

minimal dead zones at boundaries. Anode segmentation 

from a few millimeters to a centimeter or so is possible; 

the actual segmentation will depend on the matchup 

between the anode segments and the size and channel 

count of the readout electronics ICs.  

Several aspects of this basic design were validated with 

using the code G4beamline. Currently available 

commercial multi-channel plates (MCP) have almost 

adequate resolution [8]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1  Cross-section of the fast timing detector. A 

relativistic charged particle produces Cherenkov radiation 

in the window. This radiation is converted into electrons 

by a photocathode at negative voltage. The electrons are 

accelerated into and produce a shower in the micro-

channel plates (MCP), and the shower is deposited on the 

segmented anode to be detected . 

CHEVRON-TYPE MCP SIMULATION 

Here we present briefly the method by Y. Kulikov [5]. 

The elementary current coming to the channel surface is 

 

 

Figure 2 Coordinate system in the micro channel area. 

 

This current creates a cascade of secondary particles 

emitted by the channel wall, which is characterized by the 

current distribution 

   

and by the amplification ratio 
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Instrumentation

T03 - Beam Diagnostics and Instrumentation

	IonizaBon	mode	(i-MCP)	

Stable	photocathode	&	
Cherenkov	radiator	•  The	 best	 1me	 resolu1on	 was	

achieved	 with	 MCP	 PMT	 and	
quartz		Cherenkov	radiator:	σt≈5ps		
	(K.	Inami,	et	al.,	NIMA	560	(2006)	303)	

•  Good	 immunity	 to	 axial	 magne1c	
fields	

•  Photocathode	 ageing	 due	 to	 ion-
feedback	 is	 the	most	 limita1on	of	
its	 applica1on	 in	 the	 future	
colliders	with	high	luminosity.	



MIP detection efficiency measurements 
Beam	test	faciliBes		

•  	BTF	LNF	(Frasca1):	
–  Electron	beam	Ebeam=500MeV	
–  Beam	transvers	size	~	1.5mm		

•  	H4	SPS	(CERN)	
–  Electron	beam	Ebeam=25÷50GeV	

•  ExBeam	(BINP):	
–  Electron	beam	Ebeam=0.1÷3GeV	
–  For	trigger	and	1me	reference	two	

MCP	 PMT	 based	 Cherenkov	
counters	are	used	

•  DAQ:	
–  Scin1llator	 counter	 is	 used	 for	

trigger	
–  MCP	 PMT	 coupled	 with	 Plexiglas	

Cherenkov	 radiator	 (Reference)	 is	
used	 for	 T0	 determina1on	 and	
efficiency	evalua1on	(σT0	≈	20ps)	

–  Scin1lla1on	 fiber	 hodoscope	 is	
u s ed	 f o r	 p a r1 c l e	 po s i 1on	
determina1on	

–  CAEN	 V1742	 digi1zer	 (based	 on	
DRS4)	 is	 used	 for	 amplitude	 and	
1me	measurements	

•  Results	 from	 different	 test	 beam	
facili1es	are	in	good	agreement	

BINP	design:	

02.03.2017	 INSTR17	 5	
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Bare MCP: experemental samples

One MCP with:

- small channel diameter (~4 µm)

- large aspect ratio (L/d > 80)

- enhanced SE emission?

One or two MCP(s) 

with high gain (>105)

Separate outputs from

1st and 2nd stages

Metal window or 

glass with photocathode

Three samples must be delivered by end of the year.

-  Ø(MCP)	=	25mm;		
-  2nd	stage	–	1MCP	(25µm;L/ø=40)		
-  1st	stage	is	different	(1	or	2	MCPs;	

5,8,15,25µm;	L/ø=80)	
-  No	photocathode	

–  lateral	dimensions:	ø31mm	and	~20mm	height;		
–  Ø	of	sensi1ve	area	is	18mm	
–  Photocathode	
–  One	or	two	MCP	stage	consists	of	1	or	2	MCPs	

MCPs	from	Photonis	(Milano	and	Roma	designs):	
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•  The	 efficiency	 is	 the	 ra1o	
between	 the	 events	 number	
recorded	 by	 the	 device	 and	 the	
total	 number	 of	 electrons	
produced	 a	 s igna l	 in	 the	
reference	device.		

•  The	 1me	 of	 each	 signal	 is	
extracted	with	a	constant	frac1on	
discriminant	(CFD)	method.		

•  The	 =me	 resolu=on	 is	 extracted	
from	 the	 distribu1on	 of	 the	
difference	 between	 the	 1me	
measured	 by	 the	 device	 and	 the	
reference	detector.	

•  The	 σt	 of	 the	 gaussian	 fit	 is	
quoted	as	1me	resolu1on	and	so	
includes	 contribu1on	 from	 both	
the	 prototype	 device	 and	 the	
reference	detector.	

Am
p.
	sp

ec
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Data processing procedure 
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Single particle efficiency  

11!

!  Double layer MCPs (aspect ratio 1:40)!

!
!  Efficiency model for i-MCP mode:!

  s = secondary emission  
probability over the stack!
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✕ - Muon data!
# - Electron data!

2015, Sep !For internal use only!

�40x2+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

n	90x1+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	1MCP;	3.5µm;	L/ø=90	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

 90x2+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	3.5µm;	L/ø=90	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

					80x2+40x1	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	25µm;	L/ø=80	
2nd	stage	is	1MCP;	25µm;	L/ø=40	

u	80x1+40x1	–		
1st		stage	is	1MCP;	8µm;	L/ø=80	
2nd	stage	is	1MCP;	25µm;	L/ø=40	

Single particle detection efficiency 
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Tested	exemplars	features		

NIMA	797	(2015)	216–221	
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Timing properties  
MCP	PMT	vs	i-MCP	 •  In	 i-MCP	 mode	 secondary	 emission	 and	

amplifica1on	start	inside	the	MCP	layers.	
•  The	 length	 of	 the	 amplifica1on	 region	

depends	on	the	depth	of	secondary	emission	
ac1on.	

•  Amplitude-1me	correc1on	is	needed.	
•  Worse	 1me	 resolu1on	 is	 obtained	 due	 to	 a	

larger	 frac1on	of	 small	 amplitude	 signals	 for	
which	the	1me	measurement	is	degraded	by	
noise	effects.		
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Amplitude-Bme	correcBon	
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20 ps for the ZStack device (Fig. 2) and of about 40–50 ps for the
other devices. In I-MCP the amplification gain is not fixed as in
PMT-MCP configuration, this reflects into a worse time resolution
due to a larger fraction of small amplitude signal for which the
time measurement is degraded by noise effects. For the ZStack a
time resolution of 37 ps is measured, a comparison of the two
configuration is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Response to electromagnetic showers

The prototypes response to showering electrons of 50 GeV of
energy is also measured. In order to probe the efficiency and time
resolution of MCP devices at different shower depth, a set of lead
absorbers (up to 7 radiation length, X0) were placed between the
reference PMT-MCP and the device under test. The events selec-
tion and efficiency definition are the same reported in Section 2.
Fig. 3 shows the efficiency of electron detection as a function

depth at which the I-MCP detect the electromagnetic shower: after
few radiation length the efficiency reaches 100% for each proto-
type. Each MCP device was operated at the maximum bias voltage
measured in bias voltage scan performed in the single particle
setup, i.e. in the configurationwith the highest detection efficiency
for MIP.

The time resolution in response to electromagnetic showers is
measured as for the MIP detection from the time difference be-
tween the reference detector and the I-MCP device. For each
prototype the time resolution increase for larger values of absor-
ber, this is due to a larger average number of MIP crossing the MCP
layers leading to signals of larger amplitudes. The evolution of the
time resolution as a function of the shower depth is reported in
Fig. 4 . The measurement is performed with the Zstack device
which gives the best time resolution for single particle detection.

3. Conclusion

Different MCP device were studied with data collected at the
CERN SPS North Area, in a test with 50 GeV electrons beam. Re-
sults on both efficiency and time resolution were reported for a
range of MCP prototypes: different MCP channel diameter and
layers configuration were studied. Devices operated in I-MCP
configuration, where the particle detection proceed through direct
ionization of the MCP layers, were studied in comparison with the
more usual PMT-MCP configuration.

The results show efficiencies up to 70% for single charge par-
ticle detection for I-MCP devices with a time resolution of about
40 ps. The efficiency raise to 100% in response to high energy
electromagnetic showers. The time resolution also improves for
configuration where the I-MCP were placed after several radiation
length of absorber thickness.

Acknowledgments
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Timing properties  
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•  σt(REF)≈23±2ps	is	subtrated.	
•  Amplitude-1me	correc1on	is	applied.	
•  Threshold	~20	ADC	channels.	
•  CFD	with	50%	of	amplitude	is	used.	
•  In	 PMT	 mode	 σ1	 is	 measured	 with	

PiLas	(jixer	4ps;	tpuls=35ps).	
•  σ1	 is	 presented	 without	 (and	 with)	

subtrac1on	of	electronics	impact.	

IDtube	 σt,		
ps	

Const.		
term,	ps	

PMT	
σ1,	ps	

(40x1+40x2)	 25±3	 20±2	 29±2(22±2)	

(90x1+40x2)	 25±3	 21±1	 30±2(24±2)	

(40x2+40x2)	 44±2	 29±2	 28±1(21±1)	

(90x2+40x2)	 47±3	 27±4	 46±5(42±5)	



Response to electromagnetic showers  

DetecBon	efficiency	
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Time	resoluBon	
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20 ps for the ZStack device (Fig. 2) and of about 40–50 ps for the
other devices. In I-MCP the amplification gain is not fixed as in
PMT-MCP configuration, this reflects into a worse time resolution
due to a larger fraction of small amplitude signal for which the
time measurement is degraded by noise effects. For the ZStack a
time resolution of 37 ps is measured, a comparison of the two
configuration is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Response to electromagnetic showers

The prototypes response to showering electrons of 50 GeV of
energy is also measured. In order to probe the efficiency and time
resolution of MCP devices at different shower depth, a set of lead
absorbers (up to 7 radiation length, X0) were placed between the
reference PMT-MCP and the device under test. The events selec-
tion and efficiency definition are the same reported in Section 2.
Fig. 3 shows the efficiency of electron detection as a function

depth at which the I-MCP detect the electromagnetic shower: after
few radiation length the efficiency reaches 100% for each proto-
type. Each MCP device was operated at the maximum bias voltage
measured in bias voltage scan performed in the single particle
setup, i.e. in the configurationwith the highest detection efficiency
for MIP.

The time resolution in response to electromagnetic showers is
measured as for the MIP detection from the time difference be-
tween the reference detector and the I-MCP device. For each
prototype the time resolution increase for larger values of absor-
ber, this is due to a larger average number of MIP crossing the MCP
layers leading to signals of larger amplitudes. The evolution of the
time resolution as a function of the shower depth is reported in
Fig. 4 . The measurement is performed with the Zstack device
which gives the best time resolution for single particle detection.

3. Conclusion

Different MCP device were studied with data collected at the
CERN SPS North Area, in a test with 50 GeV electrons beam. Re-
sults on both efficiency and time resolution were reported for a
range of MCP prototypes: different MCP channel diameter and
layers configuration were studied. Devices operated in I-MCP
configuration, where the particle detection proceed through direct
ionization of the MCP layers, were studied in comparison with the
more usual PMT-MCP configuration.

The results show efficiencies up to 70% for single charge par-
ticle detection for I-MCP devices with a time resolution of about
40 ps. The efficiency raise to 100% in response to high energy
electromagnetic showers. The time resolution also improves for
configuration where the I-MCP were placed after several radiation
length of absorber thickness.
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20 ps for the ZStack device (Fig. 2) and of about 40–50 ps for the
other devices. In I-MCP the amplification gain is not fixed as in
PMT-MCP configuration, this reflects into a worse time resolution
due to a larger fraction of small amplitude signal for which the
time measurement is degraded by noise effects. For the ZStack a
time resolution of 37 ps is measured, a comparison of the two
configuration is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Response to electromagnetic showers

The prototypes response to showering electrons of 50 GeV of
energy is also measured. In order to probe the efficiency and time
resolution of MCP devices at different shower depth, a set of lead
absorbers (up to 7 radiation length, X0) were placed between the
reference PMT-MCP and the device under test. The events selec-
tion and efficiency definition are the same reported in Section 2.
Fig. 3 shows the efficiency of electron detection as a function

depth at which the I-MCP detect the electromagnetic shower: after
few radiation length the efficiency reaches 100% for each proto-
type. Each MCP device was operated at the maximum bias voltage
measured in bias voltage scan performed in the single particle
setup, i.e. in the configurationwith the highest detection efficiency
for MIP.

The time resolution in response to electromagnetic showers is
measured as for the MIP detection from the time difference be-
tween the reference detector and the I-MCP device. For each
prototype the time resolution increase for larger values of absor-
ber, this is due to a larger average number of MIP crossing the MCP
layers leading to signals of larger amplitudes. The evolution of the
time resolution as a function of the shower depth is reported in
Fig. 4 . The measurement is performed with the Zstack device
which gives the best time resolution for single particle detection.

3. Conclusion

Different MCP device were studied with data collected at the
CERN SPS North Area, in a test with 50 GeV electrons beam. Re-
sults on both efficiency and time resolution were reported for a
range of MCP prototypes: different MCP channel diameter and
layers configuration were studied. Devices operated in I-MCP
configuration, where the particle detection proceed through direct
ionization of the MCP layers, were studied in comparison with the
more usual PMT-MCP configuration.

The results show efficiencies up to 70% for single charge par-
ticle detection for I-MCP devices with a time resolution of about
40 ps. The efficiency raise to 100% in response to high energy
electromagnetic showers. The time resolution also improves for
configuration where the I-MCP were placed after several radiation
length of absorber thickness.
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Time	resolu1on	ayer	7X0	s1ll	
larger	than	in	MCP	PMT	mode	

Efficiency	ayer	2X0	is	close	to	
100%	
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iMCP	mode	

•  Direct	measurements	of	i-MCP	detec1on	efficiency	in	magne1c	fields	is	very	complex	task.	
•  To	es1mate	influence	of	magne1c	fields	we	use	our	MCP	PMT	measurements	in	magne1c	fields	

with	PiLas.	(See	poster	#27	“Microchannel	plates	phototubes	in	high	magne1c	field”)	

•  Tube	 #98222	 (2MCP	with	 L/ø=90	 +	 2MCP	with	 L/ø=40)	 in	 ioniza1on	mode	 demonstrates	 detec1on	
efficiency	80÷90%.	Its	detec1on	efficiency	decrease	are	expected	even	in	axial	magne1c	fields.		

•  Time	resolu1on	 i-MCP	 in	magne1c	field	 is	expected	worse.	For	accurate	es1ma1on	numerical	
simula1on	of	electrons	dynamic	 in	MCP	with	magne1c	fields	 is	under	developing.	 (See	poster	#11	
“Numerical	simula1on	of	fast	photo	detectors	based	on	microchannel	plates”)	

Tube	#98222	(PMT	mode)	 Tube	#98222	(i-MCP	mode)	
Recalcula1on	

Magnetic field effects 



Summary 
•  MCP	 based	 devices	 working	 in	 ioniza1on	 mode	 (i-MCPs)	 could	 provide	

MIP	detec1on	efficiency	up	to	90%	with	1me	resolu1on	bexer	than	50ps.	
The	best	tested	exemplars	consists	of	3	or	4	MCPs:		
–  First	 two	 MCP’s	 stage	 with	 increased	 aspect	 ra1o	 (L/ø=80÷90)	 works	 as	

electrons	emixer;	
–  Second	stage	(one	or	two	MCPs)	works	as	amplifier	.	

•  Axial	magne1c	fields	 lead	 to	some	degrada1on	of	detec1on	efficiency	of	
these	 exemplars.	 It	 is	 possible	 to	 do	 some	 op1miza1on	 of	 such	 devices	
construc1on	 which	 could	 help	 to	 improve	 their	 immunity	 to	 magne1c	
fields.	

•  Detec1on	 efficiency	 close	 to	 100%	 for	 EM	 shower	 ayer	 few	 radia1on	
lengths	(≥2X0)	is	demonstrated.	This	open	the	possibility	to	use	i-MCPs	as	
a	1ming	layer	in	a	sampling	calorimeter	or	to	use	it	in	a	pre-shower	device.	
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Single particle detection efficiency 
Single	parBcle	registraBon	efficiency	

�	40x2+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

�	90x1+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	1MCP;	3.5µm;	L/ø=90	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

�	90x2+40x2	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	3.5µm;	L/ø=90	
2nd	stage	is	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	

�	80x2+40x1	–		
1st		stage	is	2MCP;	5µm;	L/ø=80	
2nd	stage	is	1MCP;	25µm;	L/ø=40	

�	80x1+40x1	–		
1st		stage	is	1MCP;	5µm;	L/ø=80	
2nd	stage	is	1MCP;	25µm;	L/ø=40	

�	40x3	–	3MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	
(Standard	Z-stack	MCP	PMT)	

�	40x2	–	2MCP;	7µm;	L/ø=40	
(Standard	V-chevron	MCP	PMT)	
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Tested	exemplars	features		

Single particle efficiency  

11!

!  Double layer MCPs (aspect ratio 1:40)!

!
!  Efficiency model for i-MCP mode:!

  s = secondary emission  
probability over the stack!
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BTF LNF (Frascti) 
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H4 SPS (CERN)	
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ExBeam (BINP) 
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R&D prospects (2 steps) 	
•  Op1miza1on	iMCP	design	to	improve	proper1es	
in	magne1c	fields:	
– Op1mal	gapes	between	1st	and	2nd	stages	of	MCPs	
and	voltage	distribu1on;	

–  Cs-treatment	of	MCPs	to	increase	amplifica1on	for	
compensa1on	gain	drop	in	magne1c	fields.	

•  Large	area	device	development:	scalable	design	
from	standard	size	MCPs	with	increased	aspect	
ra1o.		
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